
Name: ____________    5-a-day    SPAG 
 

Monday 29th June 
 

1) Tick the correct type of sentence. 

 

Paris is a large city in France.  

 

   Exclamation 

   Command 

   Statement 

   Question 

 

2) Underline the subordinate clause in the 

sentence below. 

 

 

We will need to fly there 

 

because it’s such a long way. 

A statement sentence declares a fact, opinion or 

idea. This sentence is stating a fact about the city 

of Paris. 

A clause is part of a sentence which contains a 

verb. A subordinate clause doesn’t make sense on 

its own (relies on the main clause to make sense). 

‘Because’ is a subordinating conjunction. 

 

3) Circle the adverb that completes both 

sentences correctly. 

 

after     later     before 

 

We will go out to play ________ you finish the 

task. 

 

Connor finished the race ________  

Steve. 

 

4) Which of the following sentences is 

punctuated correctly? 

 

After we went bowling we went out for tea. 

 

After, we went bowling we went out for tea. 

 

After we went bowling, we went out for tea. 

When trying to decide what the best fit is for 

multiple options, try reading out each sentence 

with the different options inserted to find which 

‘sounds’ best. 

‘After we went bowling’ is a fronted adverbial so 

needs to be separated with a comma. Capital ‘a’ to 

start the sentence and a full stop to end it. 

 

5) Tick the sentence that has correctly punctuated the direct speech: 

 

 “Bring me the soup” yelled the head chef impatiently. 

 “Bring me the soup! yelled the head chef impatiently.” 

 “Bring me the soup!” yelled the head chef impatiently. 

 “Bring me the soup! yelled the head chef impatiently. 
A direct speech sentence is made up of two clauses; the words being spoken and the clause labelling who 

said it. The words being spoken needs to have speech marks around the words actually said by the 

person. There should be a punctuation mark (. , ? !) separating out the clauses, which in this case should 

be a question mark because a question is being asked. The closing speech mark should be after the 

punctuation mark. 

  

✓ 

  

✓ 



Name: ____________    5-a-day    SPAG 

 

Tuesday 30th June 
 

1) Tick the correct definition of the word:   

Relative Clause 

 

   A group of words telling us where it happens 

   A kind of subordinate clause which contains i 

information about a specific noun 

   A complete sentence 

 

2) Tom has written two sentences. Can you 

punctuate them correctly for him? 

 

if you want to go outside  you ll need  

to finish your homework 

 

take a coat as it s cold 

 We need a capital letter at the start of each 

sentence. The first sentence is a complex 

sentence so needs a comma separating the clauses. 

‘you’ll’ and ‘it’s’ are contractions so need an 

apostrophe for omission. 

 

3) Match the words to another word from the 

same word family. One has been done for you. 

 

  fill                                       frightened 

 

  terrify                                proposed 

 

  pose                                    terrified 

 

  frighten                              refilled 

 

4) Read the sentences below and circle the 

conjunction in each sentence.  

 

Dom cooked a brilliant meal but it went  

 

cold before he could eat it. 

 

The man jumped across the water  

 

even though his feet were already wet. 

A word family are words which are all based on the 

same root word. The root words are given on the 

left. The words on the right all have prefixes and 

suffixes added to alter the meaning of the word. 

A conjunction links different clause or sentences 

together. When trying to identify or remember 

conjunctions, try to use the mnemonics 

AWHITEBUS and FANBOYS. 

 

5) Write an appropriate subheading for the paragraph below. 

 

Various such as: Eating in France  /  French Cafes  / Fabulous French cafes 

__________________________________________________________ 

 

You can buy all sorts of drinks in a French café. You might like to try a delicious fresh lemon drink called 

citron pressé, or a chocolat chaud (hot chocolate). Ice-cream is often available as well, but is called 

glace. There are lots of flavours to try including fraise (strawberry) or framboise (raspberry). A café 

will serve tasty snacks at any time of day, but you’ll have to go to a proper restaurant if you want a full 

meal. 

A subheading is a title or heading for a section of a longer piece of text. They are used to grab readers 

attention or direct the attention to a relevant section of the information text. They should be relatively 

short, be relevant to the topic of the paragraph or section of text, not be a direct repeat of a sentence 

within the paragraph, and ideally interesting to grab the readers attention. 

 

 

✓ 

  



Name: ____________    5-a-day    SPAG 

 

Wednesday 1st July 
 

1) Tick the correct type of sentence. 

 

He is the real cook. 

 

   Simple 

   Compound 

   Complex 

 

2) Write the following verbs in the past tense. 

              tried 

Try    ______________________ 

              Drank 

Drink ______________________ 

              Baked 

Bake  ______________________ 

              Went 

Go     ______________________ 

A simple sentence features one main clause (makes 

sense on its own). It is often short(ish) because it 

has not being lengthened by a conjunction. 

The -ed suffix is added to turn a verb into the 

past tense. If ending in a consonant, simply add 

‘ed’. If it ends in a ‘y’, replace the ‘y’ with an ‘i’ 

before adding ‘ed’. If it ends in an ‘e’, drop the ‘e’ 

and add ‘ed’. Go is an exception word (doesn’t 

follow a rule). 

 

3) Circle all the adjectives in the sentence below. 

 

 

They carefully climbed down into the  

 

dark, dank cave which had a musty  

 

smell. 

 

4) Add an appropriate adverb into the space to 

complete the sentence below. 

 

Various answers are all acceptable 

 

Once or twice a week, he would row  

 suspiciously 

____________ across the lake. 

 

Adjectives are words which modify the noun within 

a sentence. They often come before the noun and 

add extra detail. Sometimes we can have a ENP 

(extended noun phrase) which contains more than 

one adjective. 

Adverbs are words which modify the meaning of 

the verb. They can stipulate how, where, when or 

why something is happening. They often end in -ly. 

Any appropriate adverb will suffice as an answer. 

 

5) Tick to show whether each underlined word is an adjective or an adverb. 

 

 Adjective Adverb 

She slammed the door shut firmly. 
 ✓ 

He paid thousands of pounds for the original 

painting. 
✓  

Come to my house later.  ✓ 
 

Adjectives are words which describe a noun. They often appear just before the noun that they are 

describing. An adverb is a word which modifies the verb, telling use when, where, how or why something 

is happening. 

✓ 



 

Name: ____________    5-a-day    SPAG 

 

Thursday 2nd July 
 

1) Write the following words in their contracted 

form. 

Didn’t 

  Did not     ____________________ 

 

Isn’t 

  is not       ____________________ 

 

Wouldn’t 

  would not ____________________ 

 

 

2) Underline the consonants in these words: 

 

 

Greenhouse 

 

Wallpaper 

 

Kitchen  

Contracted form refers to shorter words made by 

combining two words and omitting one or more 

letters and replacing with an apostrophe. 

Vowels are the letters A, E, I, O and U. All the 

other letters in the alphabet are consonants. ‘Y’ 

can be used as a vowel sound, in words such as sky. 

 

3) Tick if the sentence should use an exclamation 

or question mark. 

 

  How magnificent that was  

 

 Exclamation     Question 

 

  How did you find it 

 

 Exclamation     Question 

 

 

4) Circle the verbs in the sentence below. 

 

 

  He didn’t admit what he was looking for. 

Questions asks something. They often start with 

what, where, when, why or how and end in a 

question mark. An exclamation expresses surprise 

or a strong emotion. They often start in either 

how or what and end in an exclamation mark. 

Every sentence contains at least one verb. A verb 

is a doing or action word. Read the sentence and 

ask yourself, what is happening in this sentence. 

Which word is something I can do? 

 

5) Can you properly punctuate the direct speech sentence below?  

 

i’ve never seen one before  explained the warden  except 

This is a direct speech sentence. Speech marks are needed to enclose the words being spoken. A 

punctuation mark is needed to separate the clauses; as a question is asked this should be a question 

mark. The sentence should start with a capital letter and end in a full stop. 

 

✓   

✓ 

“I/                                                    ,”                                           , “              …” 



Name: ____________    5-a-day    SPAG 
 

Friday 3rd July 
 

1) Underline the subordinate clause in the 

sentence below. Circle the subordinating 

conjunction. 

 

 

My mum was Swiss as well, which  

 

is why we’d been there a few times. 

 

 

2) Add a suffix to these words to make new 

words. Use a different one each time. 

Various suffixes will work with each root word 

e.g. 

ed 

     Trick _____ 

ly 

     Obvious _____ 

ing 

     Land _____ 

 

A main clause (or independent clause) is one that 

makes sense on its own whilst a subordinate clause 

is dependent on the main to make sense. A 

subordinating conjunction links a main clause to a 

subordinate clause – think AWHITEBUS. 

Suffixes are groups of letters added to the end 

of a word to alter its meaning. Different suffixes 

can be added to the same root word to change its 

meaning in different ways. 

 

3) Match the words to the word classes. 

 

 

  Socialise                             noun 

 

  Sociable                             verb 

 

  Sociably                             adjective 

 

  Social                                 adverb 

 

4) Circle the letters that should be a capital 

letter and explain why. 

 

if i were you, i would make sure i 

visited the eiffel tower. 

 

     ___________________________ 

 

     ___________________________ 

 

     ___________________________ 

Sociably ends in -ly so is an adverb. Social is an 

abstract noun (a thing, but one you can’t see or 

feel) similar in meaning to party. Sociable is an 

adjective and socialise is a verb (doing word). 

‘If’ needs a capital letter because it is the start of 

a sentence. ‘I’ needs a capital letter when on it’s 

own. ‘Eiffel’ is a proper noun so needs a capital. 

 

5) Put a tick next to the two sentence that use an apostrophe correctly: 

 

 The owl’s shared a cage. 

 The owl’s wings were massive. 

 The boys’ bathroom has just been cleaned. 

 The boy’s were playing football. 

An apostrophe is used to show possession or omission. In the second sentence the wings belongs 

(possession) to the owl. In the third sentence the bathroom belongs to the boys (plural), which means 

the apostrophe comes after the ‘s’ not before it. In the second and forth sentences, the apostrophe is 

mistakenly used on plural nouns, the ‘s’ showing there’s more than one of them. This shouldn’t be 

separated by an apostrophe. 

 

✓ 

✓ 


